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4INTRODUCTION
This study of foundation funding of human services in Massachu-
setts tests the theory that foundations will redirect their support
for human services to reduce the impact of the recent reduction in
government social spending.
Many policy makers justify the current policy of budgetary
cutbacks, in part, on the theory that foundations will consciously
alter their patterns of giving to prevent the loss of essential
services. President Reagan has repeatedly touted this message in
public speeches, including a delivery to the National Alliance of
Business 1, and it is clearley spelled out in a goals statement
issued by the President's Task Force on Private Sector Initiatives
that recommends that foundations reassess the pattern and direction
of their contributions to insure that the most pressing human, social,
and economic needs in their communities are being addressed effective-
ly.2 Many human service providers predict that even if foundations
do not consciously redirect their giving, changes in the demand for
foundation support, i.e. a larger number of requests or a shift in
the direction in the types of requests, will stimulate a change in
the pattern of foundations' support for human services. Thus, one
of the suspected consequences of reductions in government social
spending is a change in the pattern of foundations' support of
human services stemming from either foundations' conscious attempts
to fill the gaps in human service funding created by the budget cuts,
or a change in the demand for foundation support.
A disconfirmation of the theory that foundations will shift the
5direction of their support for human services to reduce the impact of
the reduction in government spending may demonstrate a contradiction
between theory and practice and, thus a major flaw in the current
policy of public budgetary cutbacks.
Using a sample of Massachusetts' larger foundations, this study
analyzes the relationship between the recent reductions in government
social spending and the foundations' support for human services by
comparing their 1981 spending trends.
In Chapter 4, I provide descriptions of the general structure
of foundation giving and the national pattern and recent trend in
foundations' support of human services. In Chapter 2, I propose a
model for understanding the relationship between reductions in
government social spending and foundations' support of human services,
and test this model in light of the recent trends in government and
foundation spending for human services in Massachusetts. In Chapter
3, I analyze this relationship in terms of the theory that is being
tested and other possible explanations suggested in the literature
on foundations.
6CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND
Section 1: Structure of Foundation Giving
Foundations are tax-exempt instruments for contributing private
wealth for public purposes. Because tax-exemption plays such a large
role in philanthropy, legislation has been enacted to define and
regulate foundations' behavior. The legal definitions and the regula-
tory environment which shapes the contemporary operation of founda-
tions evolved principally out of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 with some
modifications from the Tax Reform Act of 1976 and the Economic
Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA).
The major provisions set forth in the Tax Act of 1969 established
the legal definition of private foundations and community foundations
(classified as public charities), as well as rules governing to whom
and to which purposes foundations can legitimately contribute;
limited the percentage of an individual's or a corporation's income
that can be donated to a private foundation as a tax deductible con-
tribution; and imposed reporting requirements and an excise tax on
foundations. The 1969 and 1976 Tax Reform Acts also established
specific rules requiring private foundations to annually pay out
either all of the income received from investing their assets, or 5%
of the market value of the year's assets, whichever is greater.
Foundations can be grouped into four major types:
(1) independent foundations,
(2) company-sponsored foundations,
(3) community foundations, and
(4) operating foundations.
TIndependent foundations - Independent foundations are those
sponsored by an individual, groups of individuals, a family, or a
testator. These contributions are in the form of an endowment or a
bequest from which the investment income is distributed, or in the
form of annual contributions to be used in the year received (channel
for current giving). They are classified by the IRS as 'private'
foundations, subject to the reporting and pay out requirements
established in the Tax Reform Act of 1969 and subsequent tax acts.
Historically, independent foundations were established with large
endowments by wealthy individuals or families. However, since 1935,
many of the independent foundations have been established by less
wealthy individuals and families, and have been established as
channels of current giving.
Though there are notable exceptions, particularly among those
established prior to 1935, independent foundations are small. Their
total pay out is generally less than $100,000 annually, and they
tend to have no administrative organization other than the donor and
his or her lawyer. Generally, their beneficiaries "include the local
(united) funds, hospitals, and a few national drives". 5
Company-sponsored foundations - Company-sponsored foundations
are tax-exempt, non-profit entities that are distinct from the profit-
making parent companies, but are established as vehicles for all or
part of the parent companies' charitable contributions. They are
corporate-controlled foundations; not only is their sponsorship
corporate, but their board of trustees usually consists wholly or
6
chiefly of officers in the company.
8Like independent foundations, company-sponsored foundations are
classified as private foundations by the (IRS) and are subject to the
same reporting and pay out requirements. Also like many independent
foundations, company-sponsored foundations do not generally have a
substantial corpus, but serve as channels for current giving. For
these company-sponsored foundations, annual profitibility is an
important determinant of the level of giving, and the parent com-
panies' annual contributions may fluctuate from year to year. Alter-
natively, some parent companies have set capital aside in small
corpuses in effort to maintain relative stability in the foundations'
assets.
Company-sponsored foundations' purpose is to facilitate corporate
giving, and their giving stems from the "advantages to company employ-
ees, improvement of the companies in which they have operations, and
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good publicity" . The spectrum of giving ranges from contributions to
United Funds to carefully designed programs administered or sponsored
by the foundation. The greatest proportion of pay out is to colleges
and universities; human service agencies receive the next largest
proportion.8 Many large company-sponsored foundations particularly
those whose parent companies have inter-state or nationally-based
operations, are oriented toward national giving.
Community foundations - Unlike independent and company-sponsored
foundations, community foundations do not derive their capital from a
single source. Rather, they receive funds from multiple sources,
including individuals, corporations, and other foundations, pool them
under a single instrument, and administer them under community control.
By pooling multiple funds, a community foundation enhances the utility
9of each individual fund which may, by itself, be otherwise insuffi-
cient to make a significant contribution. Pooled, these funds gener-
ally create a corpus of a substantially larger size than any of the
individual funds could establish, and they possess greater grant
capability and staff expertise. Nearly one-half of the community
foundations are in trust form at local banks aid with local bank
officers for trustees. In this way, they are able to use the finan-
cial and investment expertise of the trust department of banks.
In order to develop their broad base of financial support,
community foundations typically accept both discretionary funds as
well as funds subject to the donors' designations. Most community
foundations are general purpose in nature. Traditionally, health
and social welfare needs have received more than one-half of the
grant dollars distributed by community foundations. 9
It is difficult to lump all foundations within a single category
for a meaningful analysis because there are so many distinguishing
characteristics that shape their behavior. There is, for example,
great diversity in foundation size, i.e. market value of assets or
dollar volume of grant activity. Nationally, the market value of
foundations' assets range from under $10,000 to $3 billion; the dollar
volume of annual grant activity ranges from under $5,000 to more than
$25 million.10 The value of a foundations' assets will, of course, be
an important determinant in how much a foundation gives. So will fed-
eral regulations. To whom or what purpose a foundation gives is more
likely to be a function of its capital, type, grant, philosophy, pro-
gram, administrative organization, and grant demand. All of these
factors interact to influence a foundation's grant distribution
10
pattern and, thus, are determinants of giving.
While any of these characteristics can be used to classify the
foundations into categories for analysis, many foundation researchers
use size as the primary category, as size mainly determines the
foundations' variance in patterns of giving. In this study, because
I am particularily concerned with the direction of grant activity, I
also categorize foundation by size.
When using size as the classification, it is common to distin-
guish among the smaller foundations whose individual grant volumes
are less than $100,000, the larger foundation whose individual annual
grant volumes are $100,000 or more, and the largest foundations whose
individual annual grant volume exceed $10 million.
There are significant differences between larger foundations and
smaller foundations. Larger foundations are more likely to have an
administrative organization that can continually review and inves-
tigate proposals, identify and assess and reassess community needs
(or other criteria for grant-making), match proposals with criteria,
and work with other groups or agencies to develop grant proposals.
These foundations are more visible and attract a greater volume and
variety for funding.
Smaller foundations rarely have paid staff. Their administrative
organizations generally consist of volunteer board members, or bank
trustees. Many are solely composed of the donor and his/her lawyer.
These foundations, therefore, typically do not have the capacity to
tailor their giving to community needs, nor to consistently reassess
or alter their grant philosophy/programs. However, these foundations,
as their giving is usually strictly oriented toward local giving,
11
remain an important source of funding for community based human
service agencies and other non-profit organizations.
Section 2: National Patterns and Recent Trends in Foundations'
Support for Human Services
Nationally, there are 23,000 active foundations with combined
assets of $42 billion. The majority of all foundations' holdings
and grant activity is concentrated within relatively few foundations.
Less than 20% of all foundations hold at least 90% of all foundations'
assets and gives more than 80% of all grant dollars. Conversely, 80%
of all foundations account for less than 20% of the total grant
dollars awarded. These foundations hold assets under $1 million, and
award less than $100,000 annually.
Though the total amount of annual pay out varies annually, the
trend in direction across the major areas of giving for larger
foundations in the United States as a whole is according to the
following ranking:
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TABLE 1
PROPORTIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF ANNUAL PAY OUT
FOUNDATIONS IN THE U.S. FOR 1976 THRU
FOR LARGER
1981
Major Areaa
Education
Health
Science
Social Welfare e
Cultural Activitiesb
Religion
1976-79 c
1 (26-29%)
2 (19-22%)
3 (17-19%)
4 (13-16%)
5 (9-11%)
6 (1-2%)
Ranking
1 9 8 0
c
2 (26%)
3 (22%)
5 (10%)
1 (27%)
4 (13%)
6 (2%)
a A 7th area, identified in the Foundation Center data, International
Activities is not included in this study.
bClassified as Humanities in Foundation Center data.
cSource: The Foundation Center Index, 1980, p. ix
dSource: The Foundation Center Index, llth edition, p. viii
e"Social welfare" is worded as "human services" (HS) in Chapter 2.
As Table 1 indicates, there was a fairly constant trend in the
distribution of total grants across the major areas of giving prior
to. 1979. Shifts in this pattern are evident in both 1980 and 1981.
The principal increases in proportion of total grant dollars received
have gone to the social welfare and cultural activities sectors which
have been the areas most impacted by the reductions in government
spending. (Chapter 2, Section 3 details the impact of reduction in
government spending on human services in Massachusetts.) As suggested
by the espoused theory underlying the current policy of public
budgetary cutbacks, the social welfare sector appears to be an
increasing priority for foundations' grant activity. It moved from
fourth place, which it had held since at least 1976, to first place in
1981 d
3 (21%)
2 (22%)
5 (7%)
1 (26%)
4 (15%)
6 (2%)
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1980, and remained there in 1981. Spending for social welfare has
displaced spending for education which was previously in first place
with between 25-30% of all grant dollars for at least five years,
and displaced spending for health which held second place from 1976-
1979. Cultural activities are apparently also an area of growing
interest to foundations, though cultural activities has gained a
smaller share of the total grant distribution than social welfare.
Not only have there been shifts across the major areas of giving
but within the individual sectors as well. As illustrated in Table
2, slight shifts within the social welfare service funding priorities
are evident for years 1978-81.12 Comparing the priorities assigned to
service categories in 1978 to those assigned in 1981, the most
significant change was a downgrade in community development's ranking
from 1 to 5. The funding priority for youth agencies and child
welfare, combined into a single category in 1980 was upgraded to
first priority (slightly more significant for child welfare which had
a rank of 4 in 1978, youth agencies ranked 2). Recreation and the
Aged were also slightly upgraded. The handicapped, and delinquency
and crime were slightly downgraded.
Considering reporting categories for which comparisons can only be
made between 1980 and 1981, business and employment services were
significantly upgraded from a rank of 7 to a rank of 4; services. to
Minorities were upgraded by a rank of 7. Equal rights and legal
services was significantly downgraded from rank 5 to rank 9. Funding
priorities for community activities, substance abuse, and general
remained constant.
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Table 2
Shifts in Funding Priorities within Social Welfare 1 9 7 8-8 1a
Services/Populations Funded
Priority (ranked according to total
dollar amount received in grants;
1 = highest)
78 79 80 81
Community Development
Youth Agencies
Child Welfare
United Funds
Recreation
Handicapped
Aged
Social Agencies
Delinquency and Crime
Housing and Transportation
Race Relations
Generalc
Minorities
Substance Abuse
Business and Employment
Equal Rights and Legal Services
Counseling
Community Activities
1
2
4
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
3
2
4
1
5
8
7
6
9
10
11
6 5
- bl 1i
6
4
8
10
4
8
6
10
3 3
9 7
- 11 11
- 7 4
- 5 9
- 12 -
- 2 2
Source: Foundation Center Indices; 1978, 1979, 1980 l1th edition
aCategories were changed significantly in 1980 and again slightly in
1981. In effort to maintain consistency in the categories and
rankings, I substituted 1980 and 1981 categories into 1978 and 1979
where I could. Where this was not possible, obsolete categories were
deleted and new categories were added. "-" denotes categories that
were not in use in the respective reporting years. I refer the
reader to Foundation Center Indices, 1978-1981 for a list of exact
reporting categories used by the Foundation Center.
bThe Foundation Center combined Child Welfare and Youth Agencies into
a single category in 1980.
cI assume that the sharp increase in this category's rank in 1980 and
81 is because the "general" category became a "catch-all" category
for latecomers deleted in 1978-79.
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CHAPTER 2: RECENT TRENDS IN GOVERNMENTAL AND FOUNDATION FUNDING
. OF HUMAN SERVICES IN MASSACHUSETTS
This chapter describes the relationship between reductions in
government social spending and foundations' support for human services
in Massachusetts by assessing the recent trends in governmental and
foundations' human service funding. Section 1 proposes a model for
understanding the relationship of governmental and foundations'
support for human services. Section 2 explains the typology of the
target populations and corresponding services which are used in
assessing the recent trends in governmental and foundation support
for human services in Massachusetts described in Sections 3 and 4.
Section 5 assesses the relationship between the two using the pro-
posed model.
Section 1: Model for Understanding the Relationship of 'Governmental
and Foundations' Support for Human Services
Determining whether or the not the government's reductions have
stimulated a shift in the direction of the foundations' support to
human services in Massachusetts raises three major questions about
the foundations' spending patterns:
(1) Has foundation spending for human services gained priority
relative to other major areas of foundation giving?
(2) Has the distribution of foundation spending within the
human services sector shifted to reduce the impact of
government reductions, i.e. are foundations targeting their
spending to the population groups that have been most affec-
ted by the government budget cuts?
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(3) If there are shifts in foundations' support to human services
in Massachusetts, have these shifts stemmed from a change in
the demand for foundation support and/or foundations' at-
tempts to fill the gaps, or are there other explanations?
I propose the following model as a tool for assessing whether or
not foundations have shifted the direction of their giving to reduce
the impact of the reduction in government spending for human services.
It illustrates whether or not foundations have increased their prior-
ity for human services spending and/or they are targeting their
spending to the population groups that have been most affected by the
government cuts, and suggests possible explanations for the outcomes.
Diagrrun 1: Nh FOR UNDERISTANDING THE RELATIONSIITP OF GOVERNMEN'T'
AND FOUNDATIONG' SUPPOiRT FOR HUMAN SERVICES
The distribution across major areas of'
giving will change and the proportion
given. to human services will increase
The amnount of' total pay out will
increase, decrease, or remain
constant
A
-
C
T1he distribution across major areas of'
giving will change and the proportion
given to human services will remain
constant or wil.l decrease
'ihe distribution awithin human services will.
change and will reduce the impact of governmenit.
reduc t ions
The distribution within himian services will
change but will not reduce the' impaet. of'
government reductions
he distibution within humian services w 11
remain constant.
---- - --
The distribution within human servi(es will
change and will reduce the impact of government
reducti ons
The distribution across major areas of
giving will not change
C
Action Nodes: A. TIhme amount of total pay out can increase, decrease,
or r"main constant.
B. The distribution of the pay out across major areas of giving can
change, and the relative proportion given to human services can
increase, decrease, or remain constant.
C. The distribution within the human services sector can change and the
clinge either will or will not reduce the impact of the reductions in
government spending for hnuman services.
The dist-ribut i n within human services will1
change hut will i not reduce tfhe impnet of'
government reductions
I ------- 1
L T'hle distributioll wihin human serviccs w illremal.n constant I
I
11
I I
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POSSIBLE OUTCOMES
1. Human services as a major area of giving received a higher
priority for funding, and the direction of giving among the
target populations within the sector has shifted to reduce
the impact of the reductions in government social spending.
2. Human services received a higher priority, and the direction
of giving within the sector has shifted. However, the shift
has not reduced the impact of the reductions in governemnt
social spending.
3. Human services received a higher priority, but the direction
of giving within the sector has not changed.
4. Human services as a major area of giving received a lower
priority for funding.a
5. The distribution of grants across the major areas of giving
remained constant, thus the priority for funding for human
services is unchanged. However, the direction of giving
within human services has shifted to reduce the impact of the
reductions in governemnt social spending.
6. The priority for funding human services is unchanged, but the
direction of giving within the sector has shifted. The
shift, however, has not reduced the impact of the reductions
in government social spending.
7. The priority for funding for human services is unchanged and
the direction of giving within human services has remained
constant.
aTheoretically, as the others illustrated in the model, this path
could be extended from action node "C", however, for the purposes of
this study, if human services receives a lower relative priority,
the theory that foundations will shift their funding patterns to
reduce the impact of public budget cuts is disproved.
0
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In any year, foundations may decide to increase, decrease, or
maintain the total amount of their pay out. This decision precipit-
ates two other actions (either intended or unintended) in the dis-
tribution of grants across the major areas of giving or within a
sector. Using a decision-tree diagram, I have traced the actions and
possible paths that can stem from the decision to change or maintain
the total amount of pay out, and have identified to subsequent out-
comes that are the end-points of all possible paths; In short, fol-
lowing the foundations' decision to maintain or change their level of
giving (Action A), the distribution of the pay out across the major
areas of giving can change, and the relative proportion given to the
human service sector (HS) can increase, decrease, or remain constant
(Action B), and the distribution within the human service sector can
shift and the shift either will or will not reduce the impact of the
reductions in government spending in human services (Action C). The
seven paths that follow from Action A can be matched with the numbered
outcomes listed on the previous page. The possible explanations for
the outcomes are discussed in chapter 3.
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Section 2: Typology of the Target Populations and Corresponding
Services Used in This Study
This section details the nine target populations and correspond-
ing services which are used to assess the direction of recent reduc-
tions in government spending for human services in Massachusetts and
trends in Massachusetts foundations' support for human services.13
TARGET POPULATION
Women, Children,
Families (WCF):
Youth (YTH):
Elderly (ELD):
Minorities (MNR):
Homeless (HML):
Offenders (OFN):
Handicapped (HND):
CORRESPONDING SERVICESa
Recreation, Health, Education and Coun-
seling, Legal, Employment, Day Care,
Housing, Foster Care/Adoption, Emergency,
Advocacy, Information and Referral,
Multi-Services, Outreach, Education
Recreation, Health, Education and Coun-
seling, Legal, Employment, Foster Care,
Residential (i.e. Half-way Houses, Cor-
rections), Services related to Juvenile
Delinquency, Emergency, Information and
Referral, Advocacy, Multi-Services,
Outreach, Education
Recreation, Health and Nutrition, Educa-
tion and Counseling, Legal, Employment,
Housing, Transportation, Emergency,
Information and Referral, Advocacy,
Multi-Services, Home Care, Outreach, Day
Care, Education
Recreation, Health, Education and Coun-
seling, Legal, Employment, Emergency,
Housing, Outreach, Information and Refer-
ral, Multi-Services, Education
Emergency (Shelter, Food, Clothing)
Legal, Employment, Outreach, Education
and Counseling, Advocacy, Information
and Referral
Homecare, Health, Rehabilitation, Employ-
ment, Recreation, Transportation, Educa-
tion and Counseling, Special Needs, Resi-
dential, Day Care, Legal, Multi-Services,
Information and Referral, Education
21
TARGET POPULATION CORRESPONDING SERVICES
Substance (Drug and
Alcohol) Abuse (SBA): Education and Counseling, Rehabilitation,
Employment, Residential, Outreach, Infor-
mation and Referral
General (GNR) Services such as Community Activities,
community development intended to serve
general public's benefit and not speci-
fically targeted to any population group
Organizations (ORG): In-house training or support intended to
increase their capacity to deliver ser-
vices
aSee Appeddix C for a description of the service definitions used in
this study.
Because of the overlap that naturally exists across these pop-
ulation groups, every attempt was made to assign governmental and
foundations' grants in mutually exclusive combinations. Consider the
minority population for example. It exists as a distinct group in
this typology because some grants are specifically targeted to min-
ority groups. However, minority service recipients may be among
services targeted to youth, elderly, or any of the other target pop-
ulation groups. In this same way, there could be overlap among other
population categories as well: women substance abusers, handicapped
elders, handicapped children are examples of some of the combinations.
In this analysis, no grant is classified twice. In each case of over-
lapping target populations, I have attempted to assign the grant to
the most specific designation of the target recipient group. For.
example, a grant that has funded a recreation service to minority
youths would not be assigned to both the youth target population and
and to the minority target population. It would instead be assigned
to the minority population group because it is a more specific
designation of the targeted recipient group.
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Section 3: Recent Reductions in Government Spending for Human
Services
Human Service agencies receive their public revenue through 7
channels of funding. Three of these channels are direct routes of
funding originating at either the federal, state, or local
government levels (see Diagram: 1, 2, 3). The remaining four
channels of funding have funds originating at either the federal or
state government levels and administered by another. Specifically,
the federal government may be the original source for funds that
are either administered by the state government (h), or passed
through the state for local government administration (7), or
administered directly by the loc,.l government (6). The state may
be the original source of funds administered by the local govern-
ment (5).
Diagram 2:
Channels of Public Funding of Human Service Agencies
(For Non-entitlement Services)
State <
Government
> Municipal Governments
(3)
(2) (6)(2) Human Service Agencies (1
Source: Adapted from Model presented in The Federal Budget and
the Non-Profit Sector, Salamon, Abramson, pg. 41.
The current wave of reductions in government spending for social
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welfare that impacts Mass human services originated at the federal
and state levels. At the national level, the Reagan administration
was elected with the promise of curbing spending. The fact that
85-95% of all social welfare expenditures nationally are financed
from taxes means that human services were a natural target for
cutbacks.14
At the state level, the legislature cut human services in
effort to raise local aid to bail cities and towns out of the fiscal
problems resulting from the implementation of the Proposition 2-1/2
municipal property tax cutting measure.
In order to identify the recent trend in government spending for
human services in Massachusetts, I will compare the difference
between the combined federal and state of Mass Human Service
expenditures in FY '80 and FY '81. Two caveats apply to this
description of trends in government spending. First, though Reagan
was elected and Proposition 2-1/2 was passed in the November 1980
election, neither the federal nor state human service budget
reductions became effective until FY '82. Thus, the FY '80 to FY '81
changes in the federal and state human service budgets used for
this analysis do not truely reflect the current wave of budget cuts.
Secondly, the source that I used to obtain federal expenditures did
not include FY '81 outlays. Therefore, for my analysis, I had to
make an assumption about how the FY '81 expenditures were distributed
across the target populations and corresponding services. I did so
using the conservative assumption that FY '81 services and programs
maintained the same relative proportion of total federal outlays to
the human services sector as in FY '80. This means, then, that the
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relative distribution of federal human service expenditures across
the target populations used in this study have not changed from FY
'80 to FY '81. Therefore, any changes in the combined federal and
state of Mass Human Service expenditures are driven by changes in the
state's expenditures. With these caveats, the recent trends in
government human service spending are useful for testing the model
proposed for assessing the relationship of reductions in government
-social spending and foundations' support of human services.
Diagram 2 is useful for illustrating the difficulty in
determining the exact source of funding for human services, and
assigning the budget reductions to the target populations. It
demonstrates the intergovernmental nature of human services
budgeting. Pinpointing the exact source of funding is made difficult
because few state and municipal budgets detail the original sources
of their funding, and few federal or state budgets identify the
state or municipal agencies through which their funds are channeled.
Assigning budget reductions to target populations is further
complicated by the fact that some budgets target population groups
while others target services, and both may target two or more
populations or services.
It is not possible, therefore, to assign precise budget
reductions, in absolute dollars or percentages, to specific target
populations. To do so would be to double, triple, or even quadruple
the dollar amounts assigned, (and even this gross overlapping would
b.e disproportional across the target populations). This would
distort the analysis of the relationship between reductions in
government social spending and recent trends in foundation giving,
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and would grossly mislead the reader. It is possible, however, to
assess the relative magnitude of budget cuts across the target
populations. I shall do this by (1) matching all possible
combinations of federal and state program/agency budgets to the
appropriate target populations (see Tables A-1 through A-4), (2)
estimating the impact of budget cuts on the target populations in
absolute dollars, by summing all possible combinations of reductions
(see Table A-5), and (3) ordering the estimated reductions for each
target population (see Table A-6). Describing the direction of
government budget cuts by assessing the relative magnitude and
ordering the estimated reductions rather than assigning the reductions
absolute dollars has two benefits: (1) it avoids the double
counting that would result from the overlap in federal and state
program/agency budgets, and (2) it lessens the problems inherent
in using estimated dollar amounts.
The following tables order the relative distribution of
governmental human service spending across the target populations,
and the order impact of recent budget cuts. Table 3 orders the
relative distribution of government dollars to the target populations.
A comparison of Tables 3 and 4 demonstrates that while the relative
distribution of public dollars across the target populations
remained constant in 1981, there have been slight changes in the
governments' spending priorities. In 1981, the governments' priority
for spending for minority groups, substance abusers, offenders, and
women, children, and families' decreased, relative to other target
groups. Spending for the handicapped and youth increased relative
to other groups. Thus, in 1981 the least favored target
26
populations became even less- favored, and the most favored target
populations became more favored. The exception to this trend is
spending for the most favored group, i.e., women, children, and
families. This group did lose some ground in the governments'
spending priorities.
Table 3
Relative Distribution of Government Dollars
to the Target Populations: Ranked in Order
of Magnitude of Dollars Receiveda.
(1 = largest reduction)
Impact of the 1981 Government Budget Cuts on the Target
Populations: Ranked in Order of the Impacta
(1 = largest reduction)/Direction of Giving
1980
1. Women, Children,
Families
2. Youth
3. Handicapped
4. Elderly
5. Substance Abuse
6. Minority
7. Offender
8. Homelessb
1981
Women, Children,
Families
Youth
Handicapped
Elderly
Substance Abuse
Minority
Offender
Homelessb
1. Minority
2. Substance Abuse -
3. Offender -
4. Women, Children, Families -
5. Elderly +
6. Youth
7. Handicapped
8. Homelessb
+
+
+
aAppendix A provides the tables and used
to derive this table
bThe major federal and state human service
programs/agencies identified for the purposes
of this study did not fund services for the
homeless population in 1980 nor 1981, as an
itemized category.
Table 4
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Section 4: Recent Trends in Foundations' Support for Human Services
in Massachusetts
In order to assess the recent trends in foundations' support for
human services, I will compare the pattern of giving established in
1978 thru 1980 to the trend established in 1981. Though the current
wave of government reductions in social spending became effective in
1982 and 1983, comprehensive data regarding grant activity in 1982 and
1983 are not yet available.
The most comprehensive and detailed sources of grant data are the
Foundation Center Index which reports on grants of $5,000 or more for
foundations nationally, and the foundations' annual reports. However,
not every foundation publishes an annual report every year, and the
Foundation Center does not report on the grant activity of every founda-
tion every year. Thus, constrained by the availability of information
that was sufficiently detailed to identify the patterns of giving need-
ed for this study, I was limited to using a non-random sample of ten
Massachusetts foundations to assess the recent trends in foundations'
support of human services in Massachusetts.
The foundations included in this study are the Permanent Charity
Fund of Boston, the C-odfrey M. Hyams Trust Fund, the Sarah A. Hyams
Fund, the Polaroid Foundation, the Cabot Corporation Foundation, the
Cabot Family Charitable Trust, the Dexter Charitable Fund, the Shaw
(Gardiner H.) Foundation, the Heydt (Nan & Matilda) Fund, and the Cam-
bridge Foundation. The Permanent Charity Fund of Boston and the Cam-
bridge Foundation are community foundations. The Polaroid Foundation
and the Cabot Corporation Foundation are company-sponsored foundations.
The other foundations included in this sample are independent foundations.
Each of these foundations is among the 130 foundations which accounts
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for 75% of the 1300 Massachusetts foundations' grant activity.
1 5
The Permanent Charity Fund of Boston and the Godfrey M. Hyams Trust
are worthy of special note, however. Each of them has consistently
ranked among the four largest Massachusetts foundations in 1978 thru
1980.16' The Permanent Charity Fund of Boston was the largest Massa-
chusetts foundation in each of these years and distributed almost twice
as much as any other Massachusetts foundation, including Godfrey M.
Hyams Trust.18 The Godfrey M. Hyams Trust ranked as the second largest
Massachusetts foundation in 1978 and 1979; the fourth largest in 1980.19
The individual grants awarded by these sample foundations are the
unit of observation. I used the Foundation Center Index and the annual
reports to identify the patterns of giving. I assigned each grant of
$5,000 or more by the major area of giving, and if it was assigned to
the Human Service sector, I assigned it by the target population.
I necessarily limited the sampling to grants of $5,000 or more because
the Foundation Center Index reports only on grants of -$5,000 or more.
The following sections describe the trends in foundations' support
for human services. They address three major questions:
1. Has the total pay out changed?
2. Has spending for human services gained priority relative
to the other major areas of foundation spending?
3. Has the distribution of spending to the target populations
within the Human Service sector shifted?
Table 5 and the text address the first question. Tables 6 through 8
and the text address the second question. Tables 9 and 10 and the text
sddress the third question.
Table 5
1978 through 1980
mean averagea
Total Sample Foundations 6.779.577 100
I 1981 |
%I
6.704.886
% change from 1978 through
1980 average
- 1.1
Permanent Charity Fund 2,728,928 40.2 2,135,350 31.8 - 21.7
Godfrey M. Hyams Trust 2,067,177 30.5 1,941,841 29.0 - 6.1
Polariod Foundation 543,831 8.0 574,921 8.6 + 5.7
Cabot Corporation Foundation 316,242 4.7 195,601 2.9 - 38.1
Dexter Charitable Fund 285,038 4.2 294,752 4.4 + 3.4
Sarah A. Hyams Fund 138,231 2.0 109,000 1.6 - 21.0
Shaw (Gardiner H.) Foundation 95,330 1.4 115,245 1.7 + 20.9
Cabot Family Charitable Trust 454,000 6.7 1,117,500 16.7 +146.0
Heydt (Nan & Matilda) Fund 118,626 1.7 210,676 3.1 + 77.6
Cambridge Foundation 32,182 .4 10,000 .1 - 68.9
aThis 3 year average was derived from Tables B-1 through B-4 in Appendix B.
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Question 1: Has the sample's total spending increased. de-
creased, or remained constant? Table 5. demonstrates that the sample's
total spending remained relatively constant in 1981 as compared to the
pattern established in 1978 through 1980. The 1.1% decrease that did
occur in 1981 represents only $74,000.
Table 5 also illustrates the relative magnitude of giving by
each foundation within this sample. This measure gives an indication
of the influence that each foundation has on the sample's total
spending as well as on the distribution of this spending across the
major areas of giving. In the 1978-1980 pattern as well as in 1981,
the Permanent Charities Fund of Boston and Godfrey Hyams Trust were
by far the largest givers. Combined, they accounted for 70% of the
sample's total spending in 1978-80; in 1981 they accounted for 61%.
Thus, combined, their grant activity is likely to have a significant
impact on the sample's total grant activity. This is to be expected,
however, because in 1978 through 1980, they consistently ranked among
the four largest foundations in Massachusetts (see page 29'). The
remaining sample foundations account for less than 1/2% to 10% of
the sample's grant activity in 1978-1980 and in 1981. Though
each of them is among the larger foundations in Massachusetts (which
are responsible for 75% of all Massachusetts grant activity), their
relative shares of the sample's total spending indicates that,-
independently, they are unlikely to have a significant impact.
Collectively, however, their grant activity may influence the sample's
total spending and direction of giving. They are, thus, important
to consider.
Resulting from the levels of influence that these distinct
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clusters of foundations may have on the total sample's grant activity,
I will describe and analyze the recent trends in foundation giving
in terms of the sample's total spending, the combined spending of
the Permanent Charities Fund of Boston and Godfrey M. Hyams Trust,
and the spending of the remaining sample foundations.
As illustrated in Table 6, the sample's total spending remained
relatively constant in 1981. The combined spending of the Permanent
Charity Fund and Godfrey M. Hyams Trust decreased by 15%. The
combined spending of the remaining foundations increased by 32.5%.
Table 6
1981
% change from
1978 through 1980 1978 through
mean average 1981 1980 average
Total Sample Foundations 6,779,577 6,704,886 - 1.1
Combined Spending of the
Permanent Charity Fund and
Godfrey M. Hyams Trust 1,983,472 2,627,695 -15.0
Remaining Foundations 1,983,472 2,627,695 +32.5
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Table 2
1978-1980:
Proportional Distribution of Sample's Total Spending Across Major
Areas of Givinga
% of HS CA ED HL RL SC MSb
Total Sample Total
Foundations 100% 63.3 11.6 13.3 6.3 .6 4.8 -1
Combined spending
of the Permanent
Charity Fund and
Godfrey M. Hyams
Trust 70.7 67.5 13.3 5.8 6.9 .7 5.8 --
Remaining
Foundations 29.3 53.2 7.3 31.3 4.8 .6 2.4 -2
aThis table was derived from Tables in Appendix A.
bSee page 12 for the list of abbreviations used in this table.
Question 2: Has spending for human services gained priority
relative to other areas of foundation spending?
The human services column (HS) of Table 7 illustrates that the
human services sector received approximately 63% of the sample's
total spending in 1978-1980. This is by far the largest single
share of the sample's total grant activity. The second largest
single share (going to education) was only 13.3%. Note also that
human service spending accounts for more than one-half of both the
combined spending of the Permanent Charity Fund and Godfrey M. Hyams
Trust, and the spending of the remaining foundations-. Human service
spending, therefore was the first priority of both groups total
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spending.
Table 8 illustrates the 1978-80 to 1981 difference in the
proportional distribution of spending to the major areas of giving
for the total sample, for the combined spending of the Permanent
Charities Fund of Boston and Godfrey M. Hyams Trust, and for the
remaining sample foundations. The first row of Table 8 demonstrates
that there has been only a slight shift in the distribution of the
sample's total spending across the major areas of giving, and that
spending for human services has remained relatively constant. Note,
however, that the combined human service spending of the Permanent
Charity Fund of Boston and Godfrey M. Hyams Trust has shifted
direction. It has increased by 14.3 percentage points from 67.5% of
their combined total pay out in 1978-80 to 81.8% in 1981.
Table 8
1981:
Proportional Distribution of Sample's Total Spending Across Major
Areas of Givinga
% of HS CA ED HL RL SC MSb
Total Sample total
Foundations 100% 62.8 18.1 7.9 5.0 .5 4.8 .7
Combined spending
of the Permanent
Charity Fund
and Godfrey
M. Hyams Trust 60.8 81.8 8.0 2.5 3.7 .1 --
Remaining
Foundations 39.2 33.4 33.7 16.5 7.1 1.2 6.3 2.0
aThis table was derived from Tables in Appendix A.
bSee page12 for the list of abbreviations used in this table.
Note also that the collective spending of the remaining foundations
has also shifted direction. Collectively, they decreased their 1981
human service spending by 19.8 percentage points, and offset the
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Permanent Charity Fund's and Godfrey M. Hyams' increased spending to
maintain an almost constant total sample distribution to the human
services sector.
Table 9
Difference in Proportional Distribution of Sample's Total Spending
Across Major Areas of Giving from 1978-80 to 1981a
HS CA ED HL RL SC MSb
Total Sample
Foundations - .5 + 6.5 - 5.4 -1.3 -.1 -- + .6
Combined Spending
of Permanent
Charity Fund
and Godfrey M.
Hyams Trust +14.3 - 5.3 - 3.3 -3.2 -.6 -2 --
Remaining
Foundations -19.8 +26.4 -14.8 +2.3 .6 3.9 1.8
aThis table was derived from table in Appendix A.
bSee page 12 for the list of abbreviations used in this table.
Question 3: Has the distribution of spending to the target
populations within the human service sector shifted?
Table 10
1978-80 1981
Total Sample Foundations 100% 100%
Combined Spending of the Permanent
Charity Fund and Godfrey M. Hyams Trust 75.4 79.1
Remaining Foundations 24.6 20.9
Table 10 demonstrates that the combined spending of the Permanent
Charity Fund of Boston and Godfrey M. Hyams Trust accounted for more
than three-quarters of the total sample's pay out to human services in
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1978-80 and in 1981. This gives an indication of their relative
influence on the total sample's direction of giving within the human
service sector. Any changes in the total sample's giving to the
target population groups are likely to be similar to changes in the
combined spending of the Permanent Charity Fund and Godfrey M. Hyams
Trust.
bifference in the Propo
Across Target Popu
ELD
Table lla
rtional Distribution of Human Service Spending
lations from 1978-80 to 1981
HML HND MNR OFN SBA WCF YTH ORG
Total Sample
Foundations +2.9 +.2 +2.3 +1.7 - .1 -3.4 +2.2 -2.9 -1.9
Combined Spending
of the Permanent
Charity Fund and
Godfrey M. Hyams
Trust +4.8 -- +1.7 +2.1 -1.4 -3.3 +1.4 -2.7 -2.1
Remaining
Foundations -4.0 -- +4.4 -0.9 +4.3 -3.8 +4.8 -3.1 -1.7
aThis table is derived from Tables B-11 and B-12.
The difference in the proportional distribution of human service
spending from 1978-80 to 1981 illustrated in Table 11 depicts sligbt
changes in the human service spending by target populations. For
the total sample, in the combined spending of the Permanent Charity
Fund and Godfrey M. Hyams Trust, and for the remaining foundations.
As expected, the direction of the changes for the total of the sample
foundations and for the combined spending of the Permanent Charity
Fund and the Godfrey M. Hyams Trust are the same: increases to the
elderly, the handicapped, women, children, and families, and to
minorities; decreases to substance abusers, offenders, youth, and
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organizations. The magnitude of the changes varies, however, because
some of the changes in the remaining foundations' distribution to
target populations are in the opposite direction: they have decreased
their spending for the elderly and for minorities, and increased
their spending for offenders.
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Section 5: The Relationship of Reductions in Government Spending and
Foundations' Support for Human Services in Massachusetts
If foundations are redirecting their support for human services
to reduce the impact of the government cuts, they will increase their
spending to the target populations that have lost government dollars.
Table 7, ordered by the impact of government cuts on the target
populations (see Table 4 ), compares the change in the direction of
G
government spending with the changes in the direction of spending
T
by the total sample of foundations' spending , the combined spending
of the Permanent Charity Fund and Godfrey M. Hyams Trust C, and the
collective spending of the remaining foundationsR (see Table 6).
Table 7
1978-80 to 1981:
Changes in the Direction of Governmental and Foundation Support to the
Target Populations Within the Human Service Sector
Target Population G T C R
Minority - + + -
Substance Abuse - - - -
Offenders - - - +
Women, Children, Families - + + +
Elderly + + + -
Youth + - - -
Handicapped + + + +
The government has reduced its spending to minorities, substance
abusers, offenders, and women, children and families. Foundations
have shifted their spending to remove the impact of government
reductions for some of these target populations, but not for others.
The total sample of the foundations, and the Permanent Charity Fund
and Godfrey M. Hyams Trust combined have increased their spending to
minorities and to women, children, and families, but neither of them
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have increased their spending to substance abusers nor to offenders.
The change in their direction of spending to all other target
populations (except youth) matches the governments' change in
direction. Collectively the remaining foundations increased their
spending to women, children, and families, but not to minorities.
The following chart provides a summary of the relationship
of reductions in government and foundations' support for human services
in Massachusetts.
Have the foundations'
total spending in-
creased, decreased,
or remained constant?
Have the foundations'
priority for human
service spending in-
creased, decreased,
or remained constant
relative to the
other major areas of
giving?
Has the distribu-
tion of founda-
tion spending to
the target pop-
ulations within
the human service
sector shifted?
If the foundations
have shifted their
spending to the target
populations, do they
reduce the impact of
government reductions?
Sample total For some target
for all Remained constant Remained constant Yes populations but
foundations not for others
Combined
spending of
the Perman-
ent Charity Decreased Decreased -- --
Fund and
Godfrey M.
Hy ams T rus t
Remaining
foundations Increased Increased Yes For some targetpopulations but
not for others
aFor the purposes of this study, if the human services sector receives a lower priority, the theory that
foundations will shift their human service spending to reduce the impact of government reductions is
disproved.
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CHAPTER 3: ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIP
This chapter analyzes the relationship of recent reductions in
government spending and foundations' support for human services in
Massachusetts (summarized in the chart on page 40) in light of the
model proposed in Chapter 2, and in terms of the theory that the
reductions in government social spending will cause foundations to
redirect their support for human services to reduce the impact of
government cuts, and other possible explanations suggested in the
literature.
Diagram 3 applies the relationship between reductions in govern-
ment social spending and the sample foundations' total spending, the
combined spending of the Permanent Charity Fund and Godfrey M. Hyams
Trust, and the remaining foundations to the possible outcomes (defined
on page 18), and to possible explanations for the outcomes.
As illustrated, the relationship between recent government cuts
and the total sample of foundations ends at Outcomes 5 and 6. The
relationship between the recent government cuts, the combined spending
of the Permanent Charity fund, and Godfrey M. Hyams Trust ends at
Outcomes 1 and 2. The relationship between the recent government cuts
and the remaining foundations ends at Outcome 4.
The literature on foundations, and the theory that the reductions
in government social spending will stimulate foundations to redirect
their support for human services suggest possible explanations for
these findings. These possible explanations are matched to the out-
comes in diagram 3, and are listed on pages 43 and 44.
DIAGRAM 3
Possible Possible
Outcomes Explanations
r-k %--4 -- 4k- , i
-AC - Z
AL-. --- - . .
c'Jzt
a1
2
3
14
5
6
c, d
b,c ,d,e,f
theory is disproved
a
c, d
b,c , d,e ,f
Total sample
foundations
A -A -A-
Combined spending of
the Permanent Charity
Fund and Godfrey M.
Hyams Trust
-- - - - Remaining Foundations
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Possible Explanations for Outcomes
a. Shifts in the direction of the grant demand and/or foundations
conscious attempts to fill the gaps created by the government cuts
may stimulate foundations to redirect their human service spending
in such a manner that reduces the impact of government reductions
in human service spending among the target population groups.
b. There could be a time lag in the foundations' responsiveness to the
changing human service needs within the community. Responsiveness
to changing community needs is a function of the foundations' capaci-
ty to assess the government cuts and their potential impact on the
target populations, the timing of such an assessment, and the timing
of the change in their grant program.
c. Foundations may be unwilling to change their grant program because
either (1) the trusteers feel that it is not the foundation's
responsibility to shift their spending priorities to replace govern-
ment funding, or they are unwilling to abandon the services, pro-
grams, or target populations that they have been funding over a per-
iod of time, or (2) they may have a policy that prohibits them from
funding programs that have lost their principal source of funding
(whether or not it is government funding), or (3) the trastees may
not prioritize the target population that have been most affected
by the government cuts (thus, while there may be a greater priority
for human service spending as a whole, there may not be a shift
within the sector), or (4) their spending may not be motivated by
community need, but by other factors instead, such as services that
will benefit corporate employees, or agencies or institutions that
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sentimentally valued by the donor.
d. Assuming that the foundations' spending priorities are motivated by
community need, the foundation may not have the capacity such as
staff time or expertise to tailor its grant program to reflect
changed community needs. Thus, the foundation may not attempt to
alter its pattern of giving to reduce the impact of the government
cuts, or conversely, it may shift its pattern of giving in attempt
to reduce the impact of the government reductions, but may not
succeed.
e; While the grant demand may have changed, (1) it may not significantly
reflect the government cuts to human services, or (2) the changed
grant demand may stem from populations that the foundations do not
favor, or (3) the changed grant demand may be coming either from
agencies that do not have the "know-how" to write "winning proposals"
or from groups that have no prior relationship (formal or informal)
with the foundations.
f. The grant demand may not have changed significantly.
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This small, non-random sample of Massachusetts foundations
may not be representative of the grant activity in the state as a
whole, but it does suggest something about the relationship of the
recent reductions in government social spending and foundationst
support for human services in Massachusetts.
One thing that the study suggests is that foundations may not
respond asone.vunit to a shift in government funding of human services.
Whereas, the Permanent Charity Fund of Boston and the Godfrey M. Hyams
Trust increased their human service spending relative to other areas
of giving; the remaining sample foundations did not. The varied
responses by these clusters of foundations suggests that the size of
the foundations may be a determinant in the response to government
budget cuts. Though each of the foundations in this sample are among
the larger Massachusetts foundations, the Permanent Charity Fund of
Boston and the Godfrey M. Hyams Trust consistently ranked among the
four largest Massachusetts foundations.
Another thing that the study suggests is that foundations may
respond in more than one direction. The combined spending
of the Permanent Charity Fund of Boston and Godfrey M. Hyams Trust in-
creased a direction to reduce the impact of government cuts to some of
the target population groups but not to others. The same is true of
the remaining foundations.
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TABLE A-1
TOTAL FEDERAL OUTLAYS IN NON-PROFIT SECTOR
Actual Actual
FY 80 FY 81
$147.7 $146.4
Source: Salamon, Abramson pg. 25,26.
FEDERAL OUTLAYS TO HEALTH SERVICES'
(Social Welfare and Health Care)
FY 80 FY 81a 80-81
Social Welfare $22.6 $22.2 -1.8%
Health Care 4.7 4.65 -1.1%
Human Services (Total) $27.3 $26.85 -1.6%
Source: Ibid, pg. 30
1Adapting Salamon and Abramson's data from their Table 5, pg. 24, my
figures for human services include spending for social services
(except for the ACTION program), employment and training, and three
of the community development programs (Community Development Block
Grant, housing for elderly or handicapped, energy conservation
[see Table 23]). My budget for health care include spending for
health services.
aReport does not disaggregate cuts in FY 81. I must do so for my
analysis, thus, I had to make some assumptions about how cut in
1981 outlay is distributed across fields. I did so using conservative
assumption that in FY 81 services and programs maintained the same
relative proportion of total federal outlays in non-profit sector
as in FY 80. (See Appendix A). In FY 80, social welfare accounted
for 15.2% of federal outlays to the non-profit sector. (Source:
Table 5, pg. 25) Health care accounted for 36.1% of federal outlays
to the non-profit sector; health services accounted for 8.8% of out-
lays for health care funded by the federal government in FY 80.
(Source: Table 5, pg. 25)
TABLE A-2
FEDF.RAL All) TO MASSACIISETTS lIIIMAN SERVICES1
(CONSTANT lX0LLARS)
1981. Outlays
1980 Outlays (Estimated) c
(in millions) (in millions)
Total Human Service Expenditures $928.2 100% $911.2 Difference in Outilays from
Targeted Human Service Expendituresh 762.0 82.1 7h8.1 1980 (in mlilions)
Title XUi 91.8 9.9 90.2 -16
Community Services Administratione 20.0 2.1 19.1 -0.9
Head Start 25.2 2.7 2.6 -0.6
Legal Services 10.9 1.0 8.3 -2.6
Rehabilitation (Physical) Services 14.6 1.6 111.5 -0.1
Elderly Services 23.1 2.5 22.7 -0.4
Child Welfare Services 12.2 1.3 11.8 -0.4
Other Social Servicest 4,7.6 5.1 46.A -1.2
CETFA 187.0 20.1 183.0 -11.0
Public Service Employment 125.8 13.5 123.0 -2.8
Other Employment and Training 4o.8 h.4 110.9 -0.1
Primary (Health) Care Block Grant 16.3 1.7 15.5 -0.8
Services for Women, Infants, and Children 37.4 4.2 38.2 +0.8
Preventive Health Block Grant 6.5 .7 6.A -0.1
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, Mental Health 24.1 2.6 23.7 -0.hl
Other Health Services 7h.8 8.1 73.8 -1.0
Community Development Block Grant 132.6 11.3 130.3 -2.3
Housing for Elderly and Handicapped 23.8 2.6 23.6 -0.2
Energy Conservation 13.6 1.4 12.7 - .9
See page 20 for a description of the typology of the human services used in this study. Source: Salamon,
Abramson page 25, 26. Mass. figures represent 3.11% of total U.S. Federal. Aid (Source: U.S. Bureau of
the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States. 1980 (101st edition), Table No. 419I, page 295),
Washington, DC 1980). Totals may not be exact due to rounding.
b Excludes expenditures for services which are provided to the general population, but not. targeted to a speeial
population group (Community Services Administration, Community Development Block Grant, Energy Conservnltion).
c See footnote a in Table A-]
d Title XX became the Social Services Block Grant in FY 82.
c The Community Services Block Grant replaced the grant activities of the Community Services Aninistration in WY .
Includes Developmental Disabilities, Juvenilie Justice and Delinqirency Prevention Prrogranmf.
g Public Service Employment was eliminated at the end of FY 81.
TABLE A-3
STATE AID TO MASS. HUMAN SERVICES'
(CONSTANT DOLLARS)
Change in Outlays
1980 Outlaysa 1981 Outlaysb from 1980
(In millions) (In millions) (In millions)
Total Human Services Expenditures $326.7 $354.8
Commission for the Blind 8.9 11.1 +2.2
Office for Children 2.2 2.1 -0.1
Department of Youth Services 9.6 10,0 -0.4
Department of Corrections 26.7 26.8 +0.1
Department of Public Health 39.4 38.2 -1.2
Department of Social Services 50.0 63.2 +13.2
Department of Mental Health 158.1 168.2 +10.1
Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission 2.8 3.0 +0.2
Department of Education, Division of Special
Education 12.2 9.5 -2.7
Department of Elder Affairs 16.6 22.6 +6.0
( 1 )See page 2-0 for a description of the typology of the human services used in this study.
aSource: Executive budget recommendations of Governor King to the General Court of the Commonwealth of
Mass. for FY 82. Jan. 26, 1981
1980 CPI = 246.8
bSource: Ibid, FY 83. Jan. 27, 1982
1981 CPI = 272.4
TAnIuE A-11
DISTRIBIJiTION OF THE MAJOR FEDERAL AND STATIR HUMAN SERVICE PROPRAMS/AOENClTlS BY TARVI l' PIlhATIUNN
Federal and State Programs /AgeneIes serving the
Target Populations
FEDERAh, PROGRAMS
Title XXA
Community Services Block Grant
Head Start
Legal Services
Rehabilitation (Physical) Services
Elderly Services
Child Welfare Services
Other Social ServicesC
CErA
Public Service EmploymentD
Other Fmployment and Training
Primary (Health) Care Block Grant
Services for Women, Infants, Children
Preventive Health Block Grant
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, Mental Health
Other llealth Services
Commun i ty Development Block Grant
Housing for Elderly and Handicapped
Energy Conservation
MASSACIHUSE'TS STATE DEPARTMENTS
Target Popula[ L')IS
ELJD htML hIND lNER
X
X
X
X
OFN SBA WCF YTII
. X X
X X
X
X
X
X X X X X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X
X
X
X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X
GENJ IIAL _________
X
X
X
Commsi Ion for the Blind
Office for Children
Depart-ment of Youth Services
Department of Corrections
Department of Public Health
Department of Social Services
Department of Mental Health
Massachimetts Rehabilitation Commission
Department of Education, Division of Special Education
Executive Office of Elder Affairs X
aSee pJae2a for a typology of the human services and target
X
X X
X
X X
X X
X
X
populations used in this study.
hce pae20 for the list of abbreviations used in this table.
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TABIE A-5
1tiSTRIBUTION OF THE MAJOR FEDERAL AND MASSACIlISETTS STATE HUMAN SERVICE PROHA/AW~lNEBUDGETS 1Y TARGrl' hPlil.ATlINS voit Im'81 'I98 Io 181
(IN MILLIONS; CONGT'ANT DLAG
Total Targeted umn Service Expenditures
FEDERAL PRO(;mIAM8
Title XX
Head Start
Legal Services
Rehabili tation (Physical) Services
Elderly Services
Chi Id We I fare "erv I ces
Other Social L'erwvie s
(I'A
Ptblic Service Employment
Other Employment and Training
Pri.mary (Health) Care Block Grant
Services for Women, Infants, Children
Preventive Health I Block Grant
Alcohol, Drug Abune, 'Mental Health
Other Health Services
Housing for Elderly and Handicapped
MASSASCHLSE1IS STATE DEPARTMENTS
Commission for the Blind
Office for Childrein
Department of Youth Services
Department of Corrections
Department of Pbit I e Health
~iI'ur mont, r f'o int Servicer,
Department o 1' Mtniji health
M~i;n;chus;et. I hab'II I ntl on Coimiul isslon
Department fc.' Ednntion, Division of
SpeciaL Education
Department of Elder Affairs
Targeted Populations
EJlUerly 1one.lgsa Handicapped Mi ori ty Offeodier
800810 1 80 T1 -0 U iiI'
10.9 8.3
23.1 22.7
117.6 116.1
6.5 6.4
7.8 73.8
23.8 23.6
3814.6 388. 5 133.3
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TABLE A-6
DIFFERENCE IN TARGifED FEDERAL AND MASSACHUSETTS STATE HUlMAN SERVICE EXPRNDTTURES FROM 19130 TO
(IN MILLIONS; CONSTANT DOLLARS)
Targeted Populations
Difference in Targeted Human Service Expenditures
from J980 to 1981b
FEDERA,' PROGRAMS
Title XX
Head Start
Legal Services
Rehabilitation (Physical) Services
Elderly Services
Child Welfare Services
Other Social Services
CETA
Public Service Employment
Other Imployment and Training
Primary (Health) Care Block Grant
Services for Women, Infants, Children
Preventive Health Block Grant
AlcohoJ, Drug Abuse, Mental Health
Other Ilealth Services
Housing for Elderly and Handicapped
MASSACHUSE'"PS STATE DEPARTMENTSC\
tr\
Elderly Homeless
+ .5i
-2.6
-0.41
-1.2
-0.1.
-1.0
-0.2
Hlandl-
capned Minority Offender
Sub- Women,
s t.aice Chi dren,
Abuse FamilIes
+15.11 -4.8 -3.7 -1.8
- 2.6
- 0.1
Youth
- 2.r + 1.7
- 1.6
- o.6
- _26-2.6 -2.6
- (.4A
1.2 -1I.2 -1.2 -1.21 - 1.2
- 4.ij
- 2.81
- 0. 1
- 0.8
+ 0.8
0.1 - 0.1
0.4i -0.4i
1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -
0.2
- 1.6
- 2.6
- O.4i
- 1.2
- 0.1
- i.l
-1 1
Commission for the Blind
Office for Children
Department of Youth Services
Department of Corrections
Depnr tmen of Public Health
Depar tint of Social Services
Departimnt of Public Heal th
Massnevhinetts Rehabilitation Commission
Departmeit of Education, Division of Special Education
Depar.mient of Elder Affairs
See pgee2.0 for a description of the typology of human
)
+ 2.2
40.1
+10.1
4 0.2
- ;. { '
0.1 - 0.1
- 0.4
-1.? -.
411.2 I1Ii.
services and target populations used in this study.
xc lideiS experditures for services which are provided to the general population, bit not targeteCO L
(Commn i ty Services Administrat ion, Community Development Block Grant, knery Conservation).
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APPENDIX B
TABLE R-1
DISTRIBU'ION OF TOTAL SAMPLE SPENDING ACROSS MAJOR AREAS OF GIVING FOR 1978
(IN ABSOLUTE DOLLARS)
1978a
Total Subtotal
Human
Service
Cultural
Activities Education Health Religion
Municipal Out of Utnidenti-
Science Seruicen State fied
Total :±mple
Foundations 4,996,469 5,339,911 3,636,185 440,477 473,750 .291,375 35,000 127,212 -- 199,525 11,212
Permanent Charity
Fund 1,851,887 1,858,787 1,483,800 102,500 148,000 96, 875 5,000 15,712 -- 6,900 -
Godfrey M. iyams
Tust 1,491,100 1,1491,100 1,128,100 161,500 67,000 77,500 -- 54,000 -- -- 
Polariod
Fouidation 637,447 779,652 331,000 83, 4117 111,000 112,000 -- -- -- 1o,000
Cabot Corporation
Foundation 236,857 398,194 138,857 55,000 50,000 - - -- -- 150,1'5 11 212
Dexter Chari table
Fund 215,610 215,610 165,610 - 50,000 -- -- -- -- --
Sarah A. Hyams
Funid 171,192 171.192 151,192 - - - - 20,000 -- --
Shaw (Gardiner H1.
Foundation 145,790 178,290 133,0140 - 12,750 - - - - 32,500
Cabot Faily
chari table Trust 132,000 132,500 25,000 25,000 35,000 5,000 30,000 12,500 -- - -
Heydt (Nan &
Matilda) Fund 107.686 107,686 72,686 10,000 -- -- -- 25,000-- -
Crunbr i tly't
F1 tIi 11on 6.900 6.9o0 6.900
a1lhe "total" excludes dollars
state recipients.
which could not be idetified by sector, as well as dlolltars which were
LC1\
distributed to out of
TAMiIE B-2
DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL SAMPlE SPENDTNG ACROSS MAJOR AREAS OF G[VING FOR 1979
(IN ABSOLiIE DOLLARS)
1978a Jluman Cultural Munilcipal 01ut of tin identI-
Total Subtotal Service Activities Education Health Relgion_ Science Services State fled
Total Sample
Foundations 6,676,042 7,024,938 3,850,781 1,29.1,121 392,452 721,908 75,000 314,500 - 111,896 5,000
Permanent Char I ty
Fund 2,364 ,300 2,379,500 1,022,300 562,000 55,000 485,000 70,000 170,000 -- 1,200)
Godfrey H. H1yams
Trust 2,496,800 2,496,800 1,672,600 557,500 38,220 135,00 -- 93,500 - - --
Polaroid
Foutidation 496_935 596935 473.635 3500 9,500 5,000 --- 5,000 - 100,00)
Cabot Corporation
Founiidat ion 255, 6 01 4 95,29 7  13 8 , 6 01 35,000 61,00 _- - 21,000 -- 198 696 5,00
Dexter Charitable
Fund 457,128 457,128 204,244 45,976 135,000 71,9)8 -- -- - --
Sarah A. lyams
Fund 111,500 111,500 91,500 ---- -- 20, 000 - - --
Shaw (Gardiner H.)
Foundat ton 50,400 50,400 50,40 -- -- -
Cabot Family
Charitable Trust 218,000 248,00 65,000 43,000 75,000 25,000 5,000 5,000
ileydt (NanA
Ma t iida) Fund 151,233 151,233 132,501-- 18,7 2  -- -
Cambr Idge
FoundatIon 74,145 74,145 30,000 44,145 - -- - - --
The "total" excludes dollars which could not be Identified by sector, as well as dollars which were distribuLed to out
of state recipients.
TABLE B-3
DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL SAMPLE SPENDING ACROSS MAJOR AREAS OF GIVING FOR 1980
(IN ABSOLUTE DOLLARS)
hunman Cultural Municipa Out of 111ndent 1-
Total Subtotal Service Activities Education Health Religion Science Sirvice:; Iate led
Total STmple
Foundations 8,665,449 9,502,391 5,372,675 623,880 1,833,114 264,600 21,000 535,490 15,000 812,412 25,000
Permanent; Charity
Fund 3,970,577 3,985,277 2,570,707 42h,380 530,000 38,500 21,000 h05,990 -- 14,700 --
Godfrey M. 1lyams
TrusL 2,213,360 2,213,360 1,837,130 109,500 -- 177,500 -- 89,500 - --
Polaried
Fouidation 1197,110 689,337 350,700 20,000 116,450 5'.000 -- 5,000 -- 192,227
Cabot Corporation
Foundation 456,267 1,06,381 79,231 35,000 322,036 -- -- 5,000 15,000 590,11) -
Dexter Charitable
Ftund 182,377 182.377 173,777 -- -- 8600 -- -- -- -- -_
Sarah A. Hyams
Frund 132,000 132,000 102,000 -- - 5,000 -- 5000 - -- --
Shaw (Gardiner 1i.)
Foundation 89.800 104,901 89,800 - -- - -- - -- 15,101 --
Cabot Family
Charitable Trust 1,011,500 1,036,500 86,500 25,000 8)15,000 50,000 -- 5,0)0 - -- 25,001)
leydit (Nan &
Mat i Lila) Fund 96,958 96,658 67,330 10,000 19,628 - -- - -- -- -
Camtiiri ilge
Foundation 15,500 15,500 15,200 -- -. - - -- -- - --
a
, he "total" excludes dollars which could not be identified by sector, as well as dollars which were distributed to out
of state recipients.
LCN
1980a
TABLE R-4
DISTRIBIfTION OF TOTAL SAMPLE SPENDING ACROSS MAJOR AREAS OF GIV]N(; PM? 1978 Thill 1980
(IN1 ABSOLIJTE DOLIARS)
1978-1980a funan Cultural
Total Subtotal Service Activities Education Health
Munic i pal out of unbleiti-
Religion Science Services State liLed
Total Sample
FOUIndLtions 20,338,130 21.867,710 12,882,944 2,355,448 2,699,316 1,277,883 131,00 ''{,2 15,00 1 j,8_5gi;
Permannent Charity
Fuid 8,186,764 8,223,564 5,076,807 1,088,880 733,000 600,37596000 591,7 -- 36,80 -
Godfrcy M. Ilyams
Trunt 6,201,530 6,201,530 4,637,830 831,500 105,220 390,000 -- 23,00 _ - --
Polar i od
Foundation 1,631,492 2,065,924 1,155,635 106,947 236,950 122,000 -- 10,000 - b"' 4 l o lo
CInbl crporation
Fotoiilat fi 948,725 1,903,872 3149,689 125,000 433,036 - -- 26,000 15,000 91,935 i6,21
Dexter Char]table
Fund 855,115 855,115 5143,631 145,976 185,000 80,508 --- --
Liarah A. l1yarns
Fund 414,692 414,692 3h41,692 -- -- 5,000 - 65,00 - --- --
ihaw (nrdiner HI.)
FounidaLion 285,990 333,591 273,240 - 12,750 _1 - - -1hh0 -
Cabot 'tunily
Charit.abLe Trust 1,362000 1,417,000 176 ,500 93,000 9 5,m0m 80,00 3000 -- - - -
loylt. (Nll &
Maltl lila) Fund 355,877 355,877 272,517 20,000 38,360 -- n_ - - -
Cambridge
Founintion 96,545 96,545 52,400 41,145 -- - -- --
al
The "total" excludes dollars which could riot be identified by sector, as
reoiplieits. Totaled for all foundations, the unidentifled grant, dollars
we]] as dollatrs which were dit ibulei to oiit f st e
are rel atively insigrifiticant as they neon ri4fr, roli
tiin I percent of all (subtotal) dollars. The out of state grant dollrirs are signifiant4 as Lhey neeiiit. fr 7tp'rcut or al I
(nllot4al) dollirs. In fact, they anoun t Lo more than the grait, dollars distribut ed to each of Ilie heallh14, religion, :1110
scviiie sectors. Note, however, that 92 percent of the out of stnto dollarn were Iintr ibt.il by only Itlhe Polrbai iiiiil
and lhe Cabot Corporation Foundation which are company-sponsored foinitlions. hirpe company-soniieted foundion tini l
di ribut~e their grants nationally.
TABLE B-5
DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL SAMPIE SPENIJNG ACROSS MAJOR AREAS OF GIV[NG FOR 1981
(IN ARSOLUTF DOLLARS)
1981 Iluman Cultural MunlclipIa 01.1 of lioldcent i-
Total Subtotal Service Activities Education flealth Relgn Science Sevice State ed
Total Sample
Foundat tons 67_04,886 7 , 3 14,120 4,214 ,154 1,213,340 532,376 336,744 37,76_ 32A5l4 50,000 599,234 0,00
Permanent Charity
Fund 2'135.350_2.141,380 1,774,350 146,000 701000 65,000 5 000 75,000 -- 6,030 --
Codfrev M. Hyams
Trust- 1,941,841 1,941,841 1,562,941 _182,000 30,000 _86,400_ -- 80,50) 
- -
Pola ro lId
FomdatIon 574,921 1,156,925 353,00 25,340 155,867 35000 - 5 14 -- 572,004 -
Cabot Corporation
Foundation 1951 6 01 201,801 16,601 35,000 119,000 25,000--- 6200 ---
Dexter Charitable
Fund __ 294, 752 294,752 174,__ 
_,000 5,000 55 _000 -- ---
Sarah A. Ilyams
Fund 109,000 109_0 10,000 
-- 0 -- -- --00 5, (0(
Shaw (Gardfiner It.)
Foundation __ 115,245 115,245 115,245 -- - -- -- -- -
Cabot Family
CharItable Trust 1117,500 1,132,500 40,000 785000 82 500 55,000 - 1551,0 - 5,00o -
ley(t (Nan &
MHal. I _)_Fund 21_0,676 _20,676 67 565 - 75,000 55,344 7 767 - -
Camlbri dge
Fotndiat Ion __ 10 000 0.00- 
- -10 -
Il "total" exicles dollars which could tiot be idetil IfIed ylv sectir, a- well a dI ollars which w4ie dib i ihnIid 1 i 1 , l tate
reei lents. Totaled for all founlations, the uniden tifled grant dollars are relatively losigii f Ialt as they cicoit filr les
thbait I percent of all (subLotal) dollars. The it of state grant dollars are signif ialt as they nIcouint for 7 percenl of all
(sulbtuotal) dollars. Tn fact, they amoint to more thian the grant dollars dist ributed to each of the health. rehIlion, and
scicve sectors. Note, however, that 92 percent of the out of state dollars were distribiured by only the polarid Folinndation
and the Cabot Corporation Foundation which are companiy-spoisored foundations. Large cmpany-sponsored foonlat Ions tend I
dIst ribute their grants natlcinally.
DISTRIBUfION OF TOTAL SAMPLE
,Ainx r;-6
HIMAN SERVICE SPENDING 13Y TARGET POPULATIONS FOR 1978
(IN ABSO)JIrE DOLLAHS)
Elderly Homelese
Hand E-
capped Minority Off'ender
SIb- Women,
stance Ch il dren,
Abuse Faml liIe
I0001!I.1
Youth I zriL i iris lIL11'.OtCd
Total munple
Foundations 3,629,185 2,452,778 93,378 -- 270,300 245,800 52,800 148,510 572,812 950,732 118,686 1,176,407
Perinnilenrt
Charity Fund 1,)483,800 1,168,800 26,000 -- 152,500 164,300 .15,000 30,000 25(,i00 _MA500 1(,0 _315,100
Godfrey M.
Hlynms Trust 1,128,100 64h,60O 20,000 -- 65,200 35,000 5,000 62,500 :169,500 268,900 1A,0 4183, I0
Pol ariud
FoundaLion 331,000 72,700 -- -- -- 24,000 -- 5,000 11,000 27,500 5,500 P58,300
Cabot.
Corpornition
Founidai!on 131,857 75,250 10,250 -- -- 5,000 5,000 -- -- 35,000 20,000 56,607
Dexter
Chari tabl e
Fund 165,610 157,610 37,128 -- 16,000 -- -- 51,070 46,812 _6,60( 8,000
Sarah A.
lyamln 1u111111 151,192 126,192 -- -- -- 5,000 -- - 8,000 2,19: - :1)
Slaw (C1rdiler
It.) Fo'uilation 133,0110 113.01!0 -- - - 12,500 27,800 - 31 ,000 31, 7() 10,000 200
Cabot amiily
ChnrliLanble
Trut 25,000 15,000 -- -- -- -- -- -- 100000 -- _-- l0Q 0_
leyit (Nan &
4atild:a) Fund 72,686 72,686 - -- 36,600 -- -- - i,ooo 10,000 12,086 --
6.900 -- - - - - -- -- 6,0
Thi::utl 1of Iunn service spending exculudes grani I. doll'I3rs whih lI
1978
Total
luman
Service
Spending
1978 a
Targeted
Ihuman
Service
Snending
G'
U\
Cunbri,
Fouldat. ion 6.900
are notf t-arget~ed to a spec-ific, populat0iongrup
TABLE B-7
DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL SAMPLE HUMAN SERVICE SPENDING BY TAT0ET POI'ULAT[ONS FOR 1979
(IN ABSOLUTff DX)LLARS)
1979"
Targeted
Human
Service
Spending Elderly
Hfandi-
Homeless capped Minority Offender
Sub-
stance
Abuse
Women,
Children,
FamnII ics Youth
General
Organ- (Un-
izations targetel)
Total Sample
Foundations 3,880,781 2,397,238 76,500 10,800 327,098 132,900 38,400 68,200 613,501 717,639 81,000 1.482,543
Permanent
Charity Fund 1,022,300 569,000 46,500 5,000 97,500 35,000 -- 10,000 143,000 232,000 -- )153,300
Godfrey M.
Hyamn:; Trust 1.672,600 1,315,600 -- 5,800 1.10,100 118,500 20,000 118,200 357 000 291,300 9,'-00__ 357,000
Polar I od
Fourdntion 173,635 95,500 - -- 15,000 12,500 5,000 10,00 19,000 281000 6, ';0o V77,__ >
Cabot'
Corporation
FoundaLion 138.601 h4,ooo - - - -- 8,000 -- 5,000 26,000 5,000 94, 63o
Dexter
Char i talde
Fund 2011,2,44 121,737 -- - 33,323 25,1400 -- - 2 , l75 11,839 -- _ _ 8;.2>7
Sarah A.
flyams Fund 91,500 58,500 -- - 5,000 6,500 -- -- 22,)00 ,000 -- 00
Shiaw (Onrdiner
Hf. ) Foundation 50,400 35,400 -- -- -- -- 2, - '>,000 000 -- L'tnaI
Cabot. Family
Char i LabLe
TrusL 65,000 25,000 -- - - 5,000 - -- 20,000 -- -- 402910
HeydIt. (Nan &
MaLilda) Fund 132,501 132,501 30,000 -- 36,175 -- -- 21,326 4:>,00o --
Ctunbr i dge
Foundal. ion 30,000 -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- _- 1),01
Thi: :;ubt.otal of human service spending excliudes grant doll airs whi 1 cI are not, targoted to( a apif .ie ain1 1 .p.
0
1979
Total
1Hunan
Service
Spending
TABLE B-8
DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL SAMPLE HUMAN SERVICE SPENIIING BY TARGET POPPLATIONS FOR 1980
(TN ABSOLUTE DOLLARS)
1980 1980 a
Total. Targeted
Human Human Sub- Women, Cenera I
Service Service Handi- stance Chli Idren, Organ- (Un11-
Spending Spending Elderly Homeless capped Minoriy Of fender Abuse Families Youth ]zatlonis tagIetd)
Total Sample
Foundations 5,372,675 3,404,421 252,707 -- 491,945 242,584 151,500 241,500 613,700 1,213,485 197,000 1,968,254
Permanent
CharIty Fund 2.570,707 1,948,207 252,707 -- 291100 109,000 79,000 80,000 329,500 796,900 10,000 622,500
Godfrey HUPyas-Trust 1,837 130 1,034,300 - -- 170,000 70,500 25,500 150,000 159,200 293,100 V66,000 802,830
Polaroid
Found iLmon _____350,700 63,000 -- -5 0,00 10,000 5,000 5 , 000 2 0 , 0 0 0  5,0 0 0  8,000 287,700
Cabot
Corporat ion
Founda1 ion 79,231 20,000 -- -- - - - -- 10,000 5,000 5,010 59,231
Dexter
H Charitable
Fund 173,2777 96,084 -- - - 31,584 -- 6500 58,000 --- 77,693
Sarah A. Ilyams
Fund 102.000 61,000 6- -j -- 17,7000 37,500 - 41,00))
Shaw (Gardiner
11.) Fouindat ion 89,800 72,000 - -- -- 10,00037,000 -- - 25,000 -- 17,800
Cabot Family
Chari table
Trust 86,500 49,000 -- - -- 5,000 5,000 --- 20,000 11,000 8,0) 37,50)
lleydt (Nan &
Matilda) Fund 67,330 45,330 - -- 20,845 -- -- 24,485 -- 22,000
Cambr I dIge
Founda t i on 15, 500 15,500 - -- -- - - - - 15,500 -
'I hius subtotal of human service spending excludes grant dollars which are not targeted to a specfic population groip.
TABLE B-9
DTSTIRIBUTION OF TOTAL SAMPLE HUMAN SERVTCE SPENDING BY TARGET POPiITATIONS FOR 1971) TiRU 1980
(IN ABSOLLITE DOLIARS)
Elderly Homeless
Handi-
capped Minority
Sub-
stance
Offender Abuse
Women , Genera
Children, Organ- (!III-
Familles Youth izations targoeted)
Total Sample
Foundations 12,882,91 7,923,537 422,585 10,800 1,089,343 621,2814 212,700 458,270 1,800,013 2,881,856 396,686 4,959,40h
Permanent
Charity Fund 5,076,807 3,686,007 325,207 5,000 541,100 308,300 94,000 120,000 730,000 1,506,00 56,000 1,390,800
Godfrey M.
Hyams Trust 4j,637,830 2,662,300 20,000 5,800 375,300 154,000 50,500 260,700 685,700 856,300 2514,000 1,975,530
Polar ioid
Foundat.ion 1,155,635 232,500 -- -- 25,000 46,500 10,000 20,000 50,000 61,000 20,000 923
1
>i,
Cabot
Corpora.on
Foundation 3149,689 139,250 10,250 - -- 5,000 13,000 -- 15,000 66,000 30,000 210,439
Dexter
Charitable
Fund 543,631 375,.31 37,128 - 19,323 56,9814 -- 57,570 125,987 h1,839 6,6oo 16f3,200
Sarah A. H1yams
Fund 34h,692 245,692 -- - 5,000 18,000 - -- 67,000 155,692 - 99,000
Shaw (Gardiner
11.) Foundation 273,240 220,440 -- - - 22,500 70,200 -- 36,000 81,740 10,000 52,8)
Cabot Flmil y
Chari tahb le Trust176,500 89,000 - -- - 10,000 5,000 - 5),000 ]1 0,0008,00 87 9
fleyIt (Nan &
Mati.ldn) Fund 272,517 250.,517 30,000 - 93,620 - - - 35, 36 '(9,485 12,086 22,000
Cambri dip,
Foundal. ion 52,400 22,400 -- -- -- - - - -- 22,400 -- 3(I,4)0
l'his .ubtotal of human service spending excludes grant dollars which are not targeted to a specific popluinin gProup.
\D
1978-1980
Total
Human
Service
Spending
1978-1980"
Targeted
Hunan
Service
Spending
1981
Total
Human
TABlE P-10
DISTRIBIUTION OF ToTAL HUMAN SERVICE SPENDING BY TARGET POPlATJONS FOR 1981
(IN ABSOL.UTE DOLLARS)
1981a
Targeted
Human Sill- Women ,
Service Service Ilandi- stance Children, Organ-
Spending Spending Elderly Homeless capped Minority Offender Abuse Families Youth Lzations
Total Sample
Foundations 4,284,154 2,521,240 208,000 7,000 403,627 238,877 77,295 61,500 629,100 845,800__. 80,14!
Permanent
ChrI ty Fund_ '1744,350 935,800 139,000 13 9, 5 0 0  112,000 -- - 200,500 374,800 --
Godfrey M.
Ilyams__Trust 1,562,941 1,030,741 64,000 7,000 178,800 7 6, 0 0 0  19,000 55 ,5 00 266,900 305,000 58,541
Polaroid
Foundation 353,700 49,000 -- -- -- 10,000_ -- -- 10,000 20,000 9,000
Cabot
Corporat ton
Foundation 116,601 57,500 5,000 -- --- -- - 5, --- ,0005,000 12, 500
Dexter
Charitable
Fund 174,752 '161,639 - -- 32,762 28,877 -- 6,000 89,000 5,000
Sarah A. Ilyams
Fund 104,000 84,000 -- -- -- 6,00) -- -- 26,500 51,500 - -
Shaw (Cardiner
11.) Foindation 115,245 109,995 -- -- -- 6,000 58,295 -- 6,200 39,500 --
Cabot Family
Char i tab le
Trust 40__ ,000__ 30,000 -- -- -- -- -- -- 25,000 5 0L_
levdt (Nat &
Ma t I I da) Fnd 62,56 52,565 -- -- 52, 565 -- - -- --
Cambr I dgce
Founilat ion ____ 10,000 10,000 -- _ -- - -- -- -- -- 0,000 --
*This subrotal of humuan service spend ing excluides grant dollars which are not targeted to a specifIc popilat on group.
Cine ra I
0IIn-
targeted)
I 762,914_
808,550
532,200
304,700
59,11
I13, 113
- 20,000
5,250
10,000)
10,000
1978-80: PROPORTIONAL DISTRIBUTION
Total Sample Foundations
Combined spending of the
Permanent Charity Fund and
Godfrey M. Hyams Trust
Remaining Foundations
TaE
OF HUMAN SERV
c
80.1
19.9
-J
100%
100%
ELD
5.4
4.9
ble B-11
ICE SPENDING BY TARGET POPULATIONSa
Target Populations
HML HND MNR OFN SBA WCF YTH ORG
.1 13.7 7.8 3.1 5.8 22.7 36.4 5
.2 14.4
-- 11.0
7.3
10.1
2.3 6.0 22.3
6.2 4.9 24.3
1981: PROPORTIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF HUMAN
Table B-12
SERVICE SPENDING BY TARGET POPULATIONSa
Total Sample Foundations
Combined spending of the
Permanent Charity Fund and
Godfrey M. Hyams Trust
Remaining Foundations
c
78% 100%
22% 100%
JELD HML HND MNR OFN SBA WCF YTH ORG
8.2 .3 16.0 9.5 3.0 2.4
10.2
.9
.2 16.1
-- 15.4
9.4
9.2
.9
10.5
24.9 33.5 3.1
2.7 23.7
1.1 29.1
aSee page for a list of the abbreviated target populations.
bPercentage of -total targeted-social welfare spending.
cPercentage of foundations' targeted social welfare spending.
37.2
33.0
4.9
5.5
34.5
29.9
2.8
3.8
15.3
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APPENDIX C
Definition of Service Types Used in This Study
Community Activities: Community Activities include community awareness
and training
Daycare: Daycare for children and adults
Recreation: Recreation
Employment: Job training or anything employment related including
vocational education and placement
Education and Counseling: Individual or group education and
counseling; support groups; life adjustment
counseling, (not treatment oriented)
Health Services: Health services include home health care
Legal Services: Legal services - direct intervention in legal disputes
as well as support services such as development of
alternative intervention approaches and development
of alternative correction
Residential: Group residential placement such as institution, foster
home, half-way house; applies to all target population
groups
Transportation: Transportation
Homecare: Homecare such as light or routine house cleaning; does
not include health care (see health)
Substance Abuse Rehabilitation: Service oriented rehabilitation for
substance abusers, including
detoxification and treatment such as
ED/LNS; does not include residential
placement (see residential)
Information and Referral: Information and referral
Advocacy: Advocacy
Emergency: Emergency services in response to unanticipated
circumstances includes services such as shelter, income,
fuel assistance, food and clothing, abuse
Housing: Securing housing for individual households (does not
include housing rehabilitation which is included under
community development, not group residential placement
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Homelessness: Services such as food and clothing, shelter to the
chronically homeless population (distinct from
emergency services)
Outreach: Outreach to those in need of services as well as those
with services to provide; training for human service
providers, resources for others' use such as library
facilities
Physical Rehabilitation: Physical rehabilitation services for the
handicapped population
Education: Education such as adult education or tutoring for
disadvantaged youth, etc. (distinct from education and
counseling which is problem specific; distinct from
public education)
Special Needs: General services such as multiservices and for the
handicapped population; other services targeted to the
handicapped education and counseling which cannot
be classified in the forementioned categories
such as wheelchair access
Multi-Services: Several cross-category services funded by the grant,
or indistinguishable services provided by a multi-
service agency (except multi-services funded for
handicapped population. These are labled "special
needs")
Adoption: Adoption
Delinquent Services: Services related specifically to the prevention
or correction of juvenille delinquency such as
education, counseling, job training, multi-
services (except residential)
Community Development: Community development such as housing and
neighborhood improvements, such as housing
rehabilitation, neighborhood safety from
crime, park developments, energy conservation,
etc.
In House: Services, such as training in accounting, provided to
organizations which are intended to improve their
capacity to deliver services
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FOOTNOTES
1. Robb, Christina, pg. 15.
2. "Task Force Recommendations on Contributions Strategies for
Foundations", issued in a Special Note to Members by the
Council on Foundations, October 4, 1982.
The Task Force on Private Sector Initiatives is a 44 member
Bl-Partison Group commissioned by the President to encourage
increased private contributions to meet the needs of American
communities, it was established in December, 1981.
3. The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA), changed the pay out
requirement so that private foundations are now required to pay
out only 5% of their assets, regardless of how much income
they received from investments. ERTA became effective January
1, 1982. Because this study is concerned with trends
established in 1981, ERTA is not significant in this analysis.
Many observers, however, feel that it will have a significant
impact on foundations'distribution patterns as of 1982, see
The 1981 Tax Act and Charitable Organizations published by
the United-Way of America in 1982 for a discussion of the
expected impacts.
4. Foundations Today, 1982, pg. 7.
5. Andrews, F. Emerson, 1956, pg. 26.
6. , Philanthropy in the United States: History
and Structure, The Foundation Center, New York, NY, 1974, pg. 18.
7. Ibid.
8. Cuninggim, Merrimon, pg. 170.
9. Council on Foundations, Inc. 1977, pg. 1-5.
10. Foundations Today, 1982, pg. 4.
11. Ibid.
12. Due to the changes in the reporting categories for 1980 it is
difficult to precisely assess the shifts in the priority ranking.
13. The basis for this typology was developed by the Human Service
Evaluation Study Research Staff at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. I have made slight modifications by adding a few
services, adding the 'general' target population, and renaming
the 'emergency' target population to 'homeless'.
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15. National Data Book, Edition 7.
16. Ibid, Editions 5, 6, and 7.
17. The 7th Edition of the National Data Book has the most current
data regarding foundations annual assets and pay out. The
7th Edition reflects data reported in late 1979 to mid 1980.
18. Ibid.
19. National Data Book, Editions 5, 6, and 7.
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